ARCHITECTURAL PLAN and VIEWS

- While looking the structure from top side, visibility of inner parts, wall thickness and other details are impossible to see. Therefore, plans have drawn which are horizontal cross sections. These plans have drawn 1/50 or 1/100 scale for whole floors at different elevations.

**Informations about structure in floor plans:**
- Width and height of windows
- Width and height of doors
- Dimensions of inner places and outer surfaces
- Names of places, types of floor covers (ceramic, parquet etc.)
- Elevations (whole floor or any part)
- Width, length, riser height of stairs and rising direction of staircase
- Thickness of outer and party wall
- Slab elevations of floors according to soil elevation
- Length, width and slope of existing platforms
- Type and slope of roof, chimney & roof exiting spaces
All outer surface properties of structure can be defined by especially architectural view drawings due to floor plans that have drawn for different ones.

**Informations about structure in views:**
- Whole views of floors which are above soil elevation (Front, back, left and right sides), floor elevations
- Outer lines of foundation or basements that are below soil, overhang & balcony slabs, invisible parts of roofs like as chimney & ridge are drawn by dashed lines and given elevation vertically according to ± 0,00 soil elevation
- Properties and colours of outer surface materials
- Views of balcony parapets
- Roof gutters and pipes
- Views of doors and windows on surfaces
- Views and elevations of roof and chimney
- Views and elevations of balcony and overhangs
- Subbasement elevation
- Possible side details of structure according to its type and properties
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